• To update the optimal loading path during experiments at every sensor reading (Dynamic Data-driven Experimentation).
• To apply to simultaneous elastic identification and design of experiments. Design path during experiments Information theory [Shanon, 1948] •Prior knowledge: Knowledge available prior to experiments •Empirical knowledge: Knowledge collected from sensor readings •Posterior knowledge: Knowledge created by combining prior and empirical knowledges 
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Lamina as orthotropic material: Material coordinates {M} Balanced laminate (Orientation: +/-θ deg): Global coordinates {G} 
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Effect of loading path
Principle of minimum potential energy
Planning of loading path
Pseudoinverse [Moore, 1920] (Decomposition in terms of elastic moduli) 
Optical full-field strain sensor Identification subject to noise
The sum of Gaussian noises is Gaussian. , max
Original formulation (Multi-objective [Coello, 1989] ) 
Conclusions
• Data-driven methodology that dynamically
• designs the loading path of a multiaxial testing machine • identifies elastic moduli of composite material
• Distinguishability and uniqueness defined to evaluate the linear inverse problem.
• Numerical results
• Firstly shows the adequacy of distinguishability and uniqueness as performance measures, • Secondly shows the applicability to loading path planning.
• Ongoing work
• Stochastic identification (KF)
• Nonlinear data-driven characterization for composite structures (Recursive Bayesian estimation; EKF/UKF, particle/grid/element filter) • Implementation to uniaxial and multiaxial testing machines 
